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SeSSion 012
More Than a reSuMe Builder…Making giving Meaningful To 

STudenTS wiTh heaTher durkin

Beth:  Heather. We are good to go. So I’m speaking with Heather Durkin today from 

Germantown Academy. Thanks for joining me Heather.

heather: Absolutely, happy to.

Beth: So I would love it if you could tell me a little bit, a background. How did 

you come to development? What kind of things are you focused on? Where is 

membership communications important in the work that you do?

heather: Okay, sounds good. So I am the Director of Alumni Relations for 

Germantown Academy. I’ve been here for ten years now and when I first entered the 

job it really was more just about developing alumni relationships and we were pretty 

distinct that my role was not in the fundraising world at all. We wanted to try to keep 

those separate thinking it’s scary for people to hear that “here comes Heather Durkin. 

She’s gonna ask you for money or ask you to help her raise money”. Instead let’s get 

them involved with the school and develop the relationship and then let someone 

else ask for the money.

Beth: That makes a lot of sense.

heather: Yeah, you would think so.

Beth: In theory I could see why someone would say “Let’s keep that separate.” So 

how did that end up working?
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heather: So I think it’s evolved in our ten years, in my ten years here, and I think 

we’re now on the other side of it and it turned out that we worked really well as a 

team with all of us doing the relationship and the asking for money because we found 

that it kind of goes hand-in-hand. The more involved your constituents are, the more 

loyal they are to your organization and so the more they want to give back or be a 

part of that progression. We all, even the director of the annual fund helps and she 

works on a couple of our reunions so she organizes a couple of our reunions because 

she has been talking to them about everything to do with their reunion including 

coming and supporting the school as part of that. We’re finding we’re increasing 

participation and increasing the amount of outreach that we’re doing. In other words 

we’re reaching out to more people because we’re finding more of them.

Beth: Is most of the outreach that you do through things like calls and actually one-

on-one touches or are you doing other things as well?

heather: It’s a combination. I think we’re doing a lot more on social media just 

because that’s the best and for some people who haven’t been in touch with GA for 

awhile, which is the school. They kind of want that safety net of finding us and getting 

information and they can do that through social media, but once they have shown 

some interest, they come to an event or reach out to a classmate, then we find that 

personal interaction from us certainly helps. It’s definitely a combination.

Beth: That’s really great. Are you finding that social media is hitting certain age 

groups or all age groups? How in the scope of people you need to communicate is 

social media working for you?

heather: I’ve got to say that it’s so much an evolving process. We can’t even keep up. 

We have constituents that are telling us all the time that younger people are not on 

Facebook anymore. That’s not where they go and apparently younger people don’t 

email anymore. They just text and they only use Galaxy.
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Beth: Until they get a job and have to use email again.

heather: Right, right. Exactly. So we have a younger staff member who knows how 

to post on Facebook to get a lot of attention so he just has that mind that he thinks 

in images and Instagram and he thinks in a way that is gonna capture attention and 

really we’re finding that that’s hitting people of all ages. We have ventured more into 

the LinkedIn world as well and we’re catching people professionally, which tends to 

be an older set, but what we’re offering is this connection to this bigger network, to 

the bigger community to those that are even in college and starting to look at their 

career field. It’s growing and it seems like it evolves all the time. We try to determine 

which of those social medias are the best way to go.

Beth: If you have to choose, I often tell people that you can’t necessarily view 

everything because, how many people are on your staff?

heather: Eleven.

Beth: Eleven which is actually a pretty good number for, you’re a K-12 private school.

heather: Right, exactly.

Beth: So that’s actually—I would say fairly well supported. You would probably not 

say that.

heather: Right. Well we’re one of the smallest in schools of our size in this area as far 

as staff. That’s everybody.

Beth: That’s everybody on the staff. How many people are in the fundraising, 

marketing and communications area?

heather: Well we’re all kind of together, which is really interesting.
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Beth: Oh that is really interesting!

heather: The Director of Communications has how many staff? I would say three. The 

Director of Annual Funds, how many staff? About two and a half. My efforts are alumni 

relations and there are two of us. Then there are other more senior folks that handle 

all those areas. In total for communications and fundraising and then relationship 

development and data management is eleven.

Beth: How have you found, because it’s interesting that you’re all working together. In 

many school structures that I see, the sort of admissions marketing front end is very, 

very segregated from the alumni fundraising asking team for any number of reasons, 

but there are times where I’m starting to see these departments really working more 

cohesively and being treated as an overall group. How has that actually been a 

benefit to your school and your program?

heather: Interesting. It has been beneficial, let me say that it’s very beneficial 

for development and communications to be together every day. I certainly have 

colleagues at other schools who struggle with getting the right message into all of 

their communications so that first is vital for us because we’re physically located in the 

same space in addition to working on the same initiatives and working towards the 

same goals. Our communications group, because they’re here are not physically in 

the same office as the admissions group, but they work very closely together and it is 

certainly always they’re looking at communications to our current constituents versus 

communications to those we want to be our constituents, so kind of combining that 

marketing that you’re talking about with information and trying to get people enticed 

to get involved or stay involved after they have been and they’re done, technically 

done, with the organization.

Beth: Right and that’s what I was saying. I call schools a membership organization 

because it’s the same thing. You’ve got to get people to visit and choose to join and 

become active enough to want to be involved, but then in this case with school, you 

do want them to leave and graduate at some point so it’s more of a certain amount of 


